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Abstract. This paper presents a proper solution for a medium enterprise or
public institution that enables easier management of the digital documents
library and eases the common document workflows. The main problem
addressed by the proposed project is the complexity of document workflows in
public administration. Documents that need to be filled out and signed are
always around us and often can cause problems and delays when poorly
managed. With its characteristics, our solution eliminates all the inconvenient
of the document workflows helped by the document library and workflows,
while keeping the security part, now represented by hand signatures with the
implementation of the digital signatures. The main benefit it brings to the client
is that it automates the signing and approval process to any kind of document it
uses inside or outside the company. The signature system allows signing on
multiple levels (counter-signatures) and multiple signatures per level (cosignatures) for perfectly mimicking a plain document.
Keywords: e-Government, Electronic Services, Digital Certificate, Document
Workflows, Public Key Infrastructure.

1 Introduction
In our days information security is a very delicate matter because more and more
information is sent electronically and some of it requires special handling and quality
standards. Public Key Infrastructures (PKI) offer the services required to meet those
security and quality standards required [1]. PKI based applications bring those
services to the end users enabling them to use digital documents as securely as old,
plain authenticated documents.
The strength and security offered by system using PKI is proven by the multiple
examples of existing solutions that are built the same way and are around us for some
time. When reading an email you can be very sure that you are reading exactly what
the other person wrote before hitting the send button, or you can be sure that no other
person but you has read the information, features enabled by the PKI products, the
user digital certificates. When accessing an online-banking account to operate a

payment or money transfer or simply when buying anything on the internet, you are
sure that your most sensitive credit card information is secure, thanks to the PKI
enabled SSL certificates. When enabling a VPN connection to a remote place, all the
network traffic flow is encrypted using digital certificates [2]. All the above examples
stand as proof that the PKI is a viable option for our design [3].
For a public institution, implementing the proposed solution would certainly bring
a boost in quality services. Currently, most trips to a public institution are viewed as a
nightmare mostly because of the confusion around all the paperwork that needs to be
filled out, the tight schedules of the institutions employees or even the waiting time at
the counter especially around certain deadlines (income declaration deadline).
Enabling citizens to digitally fill out all paperwork with good guidance and examples
all available at a public digital library would help everyone a lot [4]. From the
institution’s point of view it would mean less paper document handling, susceptible
loosing or damaging, less people at the counter bringing important cost savings.
For an enterprise, implementing the solution enables better management for
internal documents. Again, dealing with digital versions of a document is much
desirable than handling paper documents that are very prone to being lost, damaged
and even forged [5]. Digital signatures evolved to a point where it is easier to forge a
hand signature than forging a digital signature produced even by a medium security
PKI environment in the same time eliminating the human factor in deciding if the
signature is indeed authentic. Last but not least there is a small ecological point of
view in the entire project by reducing paper usage in the company.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We first present the related work and
critical analysis of similar solutions. In the next section we present implementation
details of the pilot solution, presenting the technical issues and solutions. Next we
present several obtained results and, in the final section, we give the open issues,
improvements, future development and conclusions.

2 Related work
In this section we present results for a solution similar to what we are trying to
develop. We also present some options for a PKI deployment and compare them with
Microsoft Certificate Services from Windows 2003.
Microsoft Office SharePoint Services (MOSS). This is the big brother of the actual
chosen solution [6]. Unlike it, MOSS is not free and the extra features it brings do not
compensate for the extra cost and complexity increase of both deploy and manage.
One of those features that we could have been interested in would be the integrated
document approval workflow and form providing out-of the-box solution for the main
type of workflow needed in our application. However, being only able to work with
.doc files represents a very big draw-back and ultimately led to not choosing this
solution. A critical analysis of MOSS is presented in Table 1.
OpenSSL. It is an open source project, focused on developing a free, open, toolkit
for SSL and TSL protocols and cryptography. At the core of the toolkit stands the
“openSSL” command line application [7]. Even if it’s not featured as a CA,
“openSSL” can provide the services of a Certification Authority with the help of the

integrated cryptographic library: Creation and management of public/private keys,
creation of X.509 certificates, CRL files and PKI cryptographic operations (see Table
2) [8].
Table 1. Critical analysis of MOSS

Table 2. Critical analysis of OpenSSL

CertSign certificates and signing application: CertSign is a company that offers
digital certificates for any person that wants a digital identity. Included in their
offerings package there is an application that can be used for digital documents
management. Implementation of this pseudo-solution in an enterprise would mean
buying certificates from CertSign for every employee and use the application to
perform operations on digital documents. In Table 3 there is a list with the
summarization of this solution, pointing out the strengths and weaknesses.
Table 3. Critical analysis of CertSign

CryptoBOT e-Workflow: This is a commercial application part of a bigger solution,
also including a signing application (e-Crypt) and a Certification Authority server. It
also works with other externally issued certificates. The e-Workflow solution is

composed from two main components: the server component that is simply an
application running on a designated computer that listens for workflow requests and
forward alerts to users that need to take action in a workflow. Also interacts with the
database for logging [9]. The client part is a more complex application where the user
logs in and can see a list of documents and running workflows. The application seems
complicated and difficult to use and manage and does not have an attractive look and
feel. The critical analysis is presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Critical analysis of CryptoBOT e-Workflow

EJBCA. Another open source PKI Certificate Authority built on J2EE technology.
It is advertised as a strong, flexible, high performance CA with a lot of features, ready
to be implemented. One of the greatest advantages of EJBCA is that it is platform
independent, being built on J2EE [10]. Also it supports most cryptographic algorithms
and formats for certificates, revocation lists and it supports OCSP responders [11].
Actually, this is a very good alternative to Microsoft’s Certificate Authority and could
be a valid option in our infrastructure if the client requires it. The main problem with
it, and the reason that we could chose Microsoft over it, is that being an open source
project, there is no real official support or security patches that can be produced in
little short time in case of an emergency.
Table 5. Critical analysis of EJBCA

3 Public Key Infrastructure Architecture
In this section is presented the proposed PKI architecture including both the
hardware structure, with network design and components, and the software that all
relies on. The target market for this project is made up by medium-large companies or
public institutions that need or want to upgrade their digital document handling
capabilities by proving means to safely and securely process documents without
printing them. No doubt that every deployment site has a computer network in place
and most probably has a way of managing users and services in that network and it is
likely that it uses an Active Directory to achieve that.
As stated above, the solution focuses on providing digital signatures and/or
encryption to internal or external documents, thus there is only one scope for all
certificates issued and only a few types of certificates to be issued. Considering this
information the best architectural decision would be in favor of a two-tier
Certification Authority (CA) architecture consisting of one Root (Self-Signed) CA
and one Issuing (Subordinate) CA. The layer missing is the policy layer, which is
encapsulated in the Root CA. Three-tier architecture would have had sense if different
issuing policies were needed: Issuing certificates for employees for internal use such
as domain authentication requires a different policy than issuing certificates for clients
and internal staff for document signatures and communication, resulting in a 3-tier
architecture with one policy CA for each scope. If dealing with a larger scale
institution multiple Issuing CA’s can be added to the PKI for load balancing or
availability issues.
Certificate Services relies on Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) [12]
providing multiple services such as: storage of configuration information, certificate
publishing, and policy and authentication base. Even though it is possible to deploy
the PKI in a non AD environment (by using only stand-alone CAs) it s highly
discouraged, as it lowers the security standards. Certificate Services will work on
most AD environments.
If the client’s network does not contain an AD then we will deploy a single-forest,
single-domain AD based using 2 Domain Controllers (Main and Backup). However if
the company already has an AD environment, there are several cases we need to take
into consideration. The simplest situation is a one-forest, one-domain AD, in which
we simply deploy our CAs in the existing domain. Next, for a single-forest, multidomain case, we need to decide, after consulting with the IT manager, where to
deploy the CA. The most difficult scenario is the multi-forest, multi-domain AD,
where we need to deploy one CA for each forest in the domain because the Enterprise
CA cannot issue certificates to users outside the domain.
A very important point in the infrastructure’s design is the physical foundation it
has, the actual network that links all the systems and components together. The
proposed network design consists of 3 separate sub-networks that define the modules
described above. Security is the first and most important aspect when implementing
the PKI (see Figure 1).
The attention has to be set on the CA network because it holds the most important
piece of information: the Root Authority Private Key. The Root CA system is
connected only to the Issuing CA (or CAs if more issuing CAs are used). The link is
temporary and is used only when the Issuing CA has to renew the authority certificate

or when the Root has to issue the Certificate Revocation Lists. Attached to the Root
CA is the Hardware Security Module (HSM) [13], a piece of hardware specifically
designed to safely store the Authority private key. The same module can be used for
private key archiving, mandatory when the PKI is issuing encryption certificates.
Other security measures regarding the Root CA range from disconnecting the server
from the network to locking the physical machine locked in a safe, depending on the
security needs of the particular implementation.

Figure 1. Solution network design
Along with the CA computers, the sub-network could contain an IIS driven webserver responsible with certificate and Certificate Revocation List (CRL) distribution
and certificate enrollment. Most interesting task is the certificate web enrollment
scenario. This allows certificate issuing using Microsoft provided API using a
customizable web page. This feature is active and usable by default when deploying
Issuing CA server. It is not uncommon that the IIS server to be installed on the same
machine as the Issuing CA, but for some cases, the separate machine is
recommended.
The entire sub-network is protected by a hardware firewall, blocking all incoming
connections excepting certificate or certificate validation requests. Requests for
certificate enrollment are permitted only from private hosts and only for the specific
computer running web certificate enrollment. The firewall becomes a single point of
failure in this scenario but problems resulted by a failure can easily be overcome. If
the firewall fails, two important services cannot be fulfilled by the CA network:
certificate enrollment, certificate validation and distribution. First problem is easily
solved by manually issuing a certificate based on a certificate request file and using
the integrated Certificate Services administration console available on the Issuing CA
server. Access to certificate distribution and revocation lists can be quickly regained if
2 separate machines are used for the Issuing CA and IIS server, and it’s done by
simply connecting the IIS server directly in the domain network. However, make sure

to disable web enrollment (do not allow issuing certificates using web pages) while
outside the protected network (see Figure 2).
If extreme security is needed, and if certificate issuing is not required to be realtime a different issuing method could be employed. This implies using a second web
server, placed in the AD or services network, with the sole responsibility to receive
the user requests for certificates, named Registration Authority (RA).
The users apply for a new certificate using the pages offered by the server. Upon
completion, the server will create a certificate request and stores it. At specified time
intervals, the Issuing CA polls the RA for the certificate requests, processes the
requests internally and issues or denies the certificates. They are sent back to the RA
and the users can pick up their certificates. The main advantage of this solution is that
it offers further protection to the CA network by configuring the firewall to deny all
packets originating from outside the CA network unless they are a response to a CA
started connection.

Figure 2. External enrollment method
Main elements in the network are the Domain Controllers that make up the Active
Directory environment. Using a single domain controller would create a very
disruptive single point of failure, in a place where down-time is not acceptable as all
security policies, user accounts, network services are provided by the domain
controllers. The easiest and cheapest way to reduce the risk of failure in this area is
creating and maintaining a second, backup domain controller. Other services such as
DNS, which are required by AD, will be installed in the network, if not already
present in the institution.
The proposed architecture and network design benefits from two main architectural
characteristics: Modularity and Extensibility. It is modular as it can be easily
integrated in any network design the client might have, and it’s extensible because it
allows for quick upgrades or additions to any component.

4 A pilot implementation
Deploying the some of the basic components such as the domain controller, DNS
server DHTP server or IIS server, from the proposed design is a common, if not
trivial, task for all system administrators.
We propose an implementation totally based on Microsoft solutions. Before
choosing it we carefully analyzed the pros and cons of it because this is a major
architectural decision that would be hard to change.

The main disadvantage identified is that all components of the infrastructure are
sealed (not open-source) and most of them require licensing (they are not free). On
the other hand, being a security related project, it is important to keep up to date with
any improvements or upgrades that appear in the field. Microsoft’s constant
development and upgrades of its products along with a high variety of good technical
documentation are very good reasons to choose it. The good part about paying for it is
that along with the product, you are also offered official support and guidance that can
be extremely useful in emergency cases. Also the fact that a lot of companies use
Microsoft technologies for they IT infrastructure made a decisive point in choosing
Microsoft as a base for the infrastructure.
At the base of the PKI there is the “Certification Services” component from
Windows 2003 Server. Certificate Services provides customizable services for
issuing, managing and revoking digital certificates.
Even if it might seem like a trivial task, deploying a certificate authority requires
several steps of planning and configuration even before installing begins. As the base
operating system has been settled to Windows 2003 Server, we now know need to
plan for the characteristics of the authority we are deploying.
After the installation is complete, we must check that everything is ok and
complete the server’s configuration by reviewing and updating registry information.
All the steps for this configuration can be done via the CAs graphical interface, but
using command line commands, enables building a batch that creates a good
automation for a future configuration. The most important settings that are applied in
this step are the CRL Distribution Points (CDP) and Authoritative Information Access
(AIA) locations. The information will be added as an extension to every certificate
issued by the Root CA, enabling end-applications using the certificate to locate the
required information about the CRLs and parent Certificates. All commands are sent
using the “certutil.exe” command line utility using the “–setreg” modifier.

The commands above use define 3 locations for CDP and AIA parameters.
Contents for each location is defined using a number resulted from binary
representations of different types. The actual location address is defined after the “:”
symbol and uses %x variables, which take their values according to the Certificate
Services root certificate name and Active Directory names.
An Issuing certificate authority, unlike the Root Authority does not self-sign the
base certificate. It uses a certificate signed by the parent authority (the Root CA in our
case), thereby being granted the full trust of the Root authority.
The installation of the second and last CA server in out PKI, the Issuing CA
consists of the same steps as the installation of the Root CA in consequence we not
repeat them. There are however some subtle differences in the configuration process

that we highlight and most important there is an additional step required for finishing
the installation.
Only one additional step required in the post-installation configuration, consisting
in creating a script that issues the Certificate Revocation Lists and then deploys them
to all CRL distribution points defined. Deployment to active directory is made
automatically when issuing them so in our case we still need to make them available
on the website as stated in the configuration. To manage this with a script we need a
public share on the web server. With the share in place, the script would look like the
one presented below:

After all configuring of the CA is finished; we can start to plan for managing it. A
great tool to quickly asses the PKI status is “PKI Health” available on Windows 2003
Resource kit available for free download on Microsoft’s site. After installing it, it can
be run with the command “pkiview.msc” from the Run menu. A healthy PKI should
look something like the picture below.

The application verifies if all the CA’s in the organizations are working properly
and if all CRL files are available at each location specified.
Another issue to be taken care of is configuring the CA for key archival in case of
issuing certificates for key agreement purpose (data encryption). This is important
because a lost private key will render all encrypted documents useless because there is
no other way to decrypt them. In order to activate key archival, you need to create a
Key Archival template, a Key Archival Manager and issue a certificate. The
certificate is then set as Key archival certificate for the issuing CA enabling users who
request encryption certificates to apply for key archival.

5 Open issues
For Digital Certificate Management the open issues refer to main possible
extensions of our application.
Security updates and improvements
Security is a sensitive matter and has to be treated with care. For the PKI area,
improving the security policies for the CA basic functions, writing and maintain the
practices to be followed in any situations should be under constant watch.
Better key archival methodology
When a PKI starts issuing certificates for encryption purposes it is mandatory that
proper private key archival to be set up. The PKI currently employs basic key archival
for those certificates but this is a certain area that could be improved.
Add OCSP responder support
The PKI currently relies on CRL for certificate status distribution which has some
major disadvantages. Adding OSCP support would greatly improve this area. A good
option to take into account could be the migration of the Issuing CA to Windows
Server 2008 that has an integrated OCSP responder.
Analyze migration of Certificate Services to Windows 2008
The reasons of choosing Microsoft’s platform for the PKI implementation is
represented by the good support and updates provided. So, migrating to the latest
version of Certificate Services would be the normal course of action. We already have
the first white ball to Windows 2008 in the matter of the default OCSP responder but
before making this important step all scenarios must be carefully analyzed.
Implement customized portal to issue certificates online
Issuing certificates online is a good feature of the current solution. But, the default
user interface enabling the online certificate issuing could use a nice redesign so
creating a new web-site, maybe integrated in the SharePoint portal could be a good
future improvement point.
Automatic CRL issuing and distribution batch
The PKI administrator is now responsible with issuing the CRL certificates every
time they are close to expiration and publish them to all CDP locations. The job is
already half automated in the fact that all the operations are gathered in a command
batch. To make it complete, a time schedule component should be added to the batch
in order to remove all human factor from the equation. Having expired CRL’s will
cause all certificate validation to throw an error, stating that they cannot evaluate the

certificate’s validity, so the problem of always issuing timely CRL’s is almost of
critical importance.

6 Conclusions
We presented in this paper a solution that enables easier management of the digital
documents library and eases the common document workflows. This solution can be
used for public administration institution and for business environment. The
document workflows in public administration are complex and the documents need to
be filled out and signed are always around us and often can cause problems and
delays when poorly managed.
The proposed solution eliminates all the inconvenient of the document workflows
helped by the document library and workflows, while keeping the security part, now
represented by hand signatures with the implementation of the digital signatures.
We consider that implementing the solution in a public institution would greatly
improve the quality of services offered by eliminating the high waiting times for
signatures and validations that increases dramatically with the number of people
involved. Also, the project could improve document travel times, rendering document
mailing useless in the same time as winning points for being a green project because it
reduces the paper consumption.
The main benefit it brings to the client is that it automates the signing and approval
process to any kind of document it uses inside or outside the company. The signature
system allows signing on multiple levels (counter-signatures) and multiple signatures
per level (co-signatures) for perfectly mimicking a plain document.
The future work can be oriented on security updates and improvements, better key
archival methodology, analyze of migration to Certificate Services in Windows 2008,
and implement customized portal to issue certificates online.
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